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Introduction
Welcome to the Scholar Package Handbook. Firstly our heartfelt thank you for your interest
in enrolling for the Scholar Packages. We can't wait to have you onboard and see you
through the application process. We understand that handing over the control of your
application process and trusting us with your future is not easy. We wish to help you make
this decision by providing all the necessary information that you may need via this e-book.
This e-book explains all the major steps which we go through during the course of your
application process with us. We try to keep your involvement minimal so that you can
focus on your tasks at hand. But our real goal is to find you the best university admission
that your profile can possibly get.
Since this is a big investment for you, please go through the details carefully and feel free
to contact us for any further clarification.
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Scholar
Rs. 19,999
5 Universities

Scholar Plus
Rs. 24,999

Package
Pricing

10 Universities

Scholar Pro
Rs. 29,999
15 Universities
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All Packages Include
SOP Preparation

Education Loan Support

LORs Preparation

Blocked Account Support

CV Editing

Health and Travel Insurance

University Shortlisting

Visa Application Guidance

University Applications

Flight Booking Guidance

Application Tracking

Priority Support

Packages DO NOT Include
Uni Assist Fee
Courier Charges
Notary/Attestation Charges
Any additional charges related to your applications
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Which Package to Choose?
Based on your requirement, you may choose any one of the package below. From our
experience so far, we have briefly given why and when each package would be suitable.

Scholar Package
Best suited if you are looking for highly specific courses or universities.
Preferred by students with >90% in Bachelors.

Scholar Plus Package
Most recommended and best suited for students of all profiles and preferences.
Preferred by students with 75-90% in their Bachelors.

Scholar Pro Package

Highly suited for students who apply for multiple (related) disciplines.
Preferred by students with 60-75% in their Bachelors.
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How to Enroll for a Scholar Package?
The enrollment process involves these 3 simple steps:

1. Choose the right

2. Add to Cart and

3. Complete the

Package

Checkout

Online Payment

Here's a detailed video about how to complete the enrollment process
on our website.

Watch Video
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Post Enrollment Process
Your journey to the "Land of Ideas" begins here! Don't worry, you're not alone. We will walk this
journey alongside you.
Immediately following your order, please expect these 3 emails:

Invoice Copy
An invoice copy including all the purchase details.

A Welcome Email

A welcome email with link to submit all your profile details.

Orientation Session

A meeting request to choose a slot for the orientation session.
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You will receive a detailed list along with
samples of all the documents which needs
to be prepared for your application process.
Our support team will discuss with you
about the format, number of copies,
attestation and notarization requirements
for each document.

Document
List
msingermany.co.in

IELTS/TOEFL/GRE Exams
This is not in the scope of the package
but we would be happy to help you with
some of the training material for these
competitive exams.
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The first step towards your documentation
is the CV Preparation in European Format.
Important aspect here is to create an
"Academic CV" which adheres to European
standards while not copying the format
from Europass website. Once prepared, this
would be the basis for all the other
documents.

CV
Preparation
msingermany.co.in
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The LORs number, format and the content
needs to be determined depending on your
work experience and the target courses. We
will have a detailed discussion about this
and prepare your LORs early in your
application process so that you have
sufficient time to get them from your
recommenders.

LORs
Preparation
msingermany.co.in
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This is probably the most critical document
in your application process. Imagine one
week full of discussions, back-and-forth
message or email exchanges and a
perfectly crafted SOP based on your
feedback! But, this is only a basis for all the
individual SOPs we are going to prepare for
each specific university and course.

SOP
Preparation
msingermany.co.in
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Typically, this is done in parallel to the
document preparation. Depending on the
package you choose, we would come up
with a list which is a balance between your
wildest ambitions and achievable admits.
We take into consideration all your profile
details and preferences. Our suggestions
will also be based on our experience in
successful shortlisting done for hundreds of

University
Shortlisting
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students in the past.
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German Universities never fail to surprise us
with new set of application rules, VPD
requests, updated LOR formats or change
of deadlines. We have got you covered with
all these matters and make sure that your
involvement is minimal. But we would
inform you about before taking any action
on your behalf.

University
Applications
msingermany.co.in
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A (2-4 months) long pause in your life. This
is how it feels like waiting for universities to
respond. Meanwhile, universities might
request additional information, or to resend
some information or to upload more
documents etc. We are vigilant to track any
such requests, meanwhile, constantly
refreshing our mailbox for that ONE EMAIL
that would change your life for the better.

Application
Tracking

Your first Admit!
There is nothing that can beat that joy of
receiving the first admit from a German
university. No one has witnessed us
better than us. We will celebrate this with
you, by sending a small gift of our own!
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One way we stand out from any other
consultancies in simplifying your
application comes in the way of our
partnerships with best service providers in
the market. We have handpicked the most
student friendly options. We will try our best
to get you the cheapest interest rates and
additional benefits from HDFC Credila as
long as your profile suffices the loan

Education
Loan
msingermany.co.in

requirements.
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Fintiba is by far the most preferred method
for the blocked account in Germany.
Applying thorough us ensures that you get
your blocked account opened within 2-3
working days without the need to send any
hard copies. The money transfer to this
account can be felicitated by our another
partner Cox & Kings and you will receive the
confirmation within 48 hours of funds

Blocked
Account
msingermany.co.in

transfer.
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Our platform currently offers services from
Coracle and BestCares, which both provide
online application process for TK Health
Insurance and a FREE 6-month Travel
Insurance. Since we would already have all
the necessary information. Our system will
automatically take care of the insurance
applications and you would receive the

Health and
Travel
Insurance
msingermany.co.in

confirmation letters on your email.
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This is a step where you would receive the
information about the best offers where the
additional baggage allowance for students
is provided by certain airlines. Most
importantly, we would also help you
connect with other students travelling to the
same university, so you can book your
flights together.

Flight
Booking
msingermany.co.in
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Visa Interview is all about booking slots in
advance, getting the right documents
together, and preparing for some of the
most commonly asked questions. Although,
at this moment, we don't have support for
slot booking, we certainly help you by
letting you know in advance so that it
wouldn't be a big issue. Also, we do mock

German
Student Visa
Application
msingermany.co.in

interview rounds over a telephone so that
you are well prepared for your VI.
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The travel card and the Euros in cash will be
delivered to you via our partner Cox & Kings.
They are the best in the market and provide
free travel card for our students. Moreover,
you will receive support from our team as
well as from our partners in case you need
any additional help.

Travel Card
and Cash in
Euros
msingermany.co.in
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We are currently working on making an
'ultimate travel kit' for students which
includes all the essential items. We would
share the list with you and you can choose
to pick the individual items or buy the entire
kit as a whole.

Shopping
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Most of the universities arrange for the
Airport pick-up if you write them an email in
advance. However, one last point of bother
is the Accommodation. Although we do not
offer any guarantees, we can help you
search for accommodation through our
network in Germany. If possible, we might
also bring in an additional partner who can
help you find accommodation in major

Airport Pickup
and
Accommodation
msingermany.co.in

cities.
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Our Commitment
We take pride in being one of the best online platforms for MS in Germany
aspirants and we are humble enough to admit that we are quite new into the
traditional consultation services. But there is no denying the fact that we the
best at what we do. From the moment you pay for the package, we consider it
our duty and obligation to do everything we can to get your dream admits. This
is our commitment!
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Refund Policy
Although money helps us run the operations, your satisfaction gives us the
motivation to keep building. We wouldn't want the one without the other. If we
fail to meet your expectations, just let us know within a month's time. We refund
100% your money.

Note: The refund will NOT include the GST amount.
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Final Words..
Since you have come along this far in this e-book, we really appreciate your
interest and enthusiasm in enrolling with us. We will leave a link below for you to
complete the enrollment process. But irrespective of whether you enroll for the
package or not, you can reach out to us during office hours for any help
regarding your higher studies.

ENROLL NOW

We wish you a great success with your application process!
msingermany.co.in
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